Continuing Education Board

Approved by correspondence 25 August 2020

Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]  Postgraduate Diploma in History of Design

Brief note about nature of change: Renaming Advanced Papers to reflect the enhanced inclusion of world-history case studies and perspectives; removing two advanced papers that have not proved popular.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations

https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code= pdihod-eaonly&srchYear=2020&srchTerm=1&year=2019&term=1

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2022
[And]
For first examination from 2022-23

Detail of change

1.13 • Decoration in Modern France
1.14 • The Arts and Crafts Traditions: Local and Transnational Perspectives in Modern Britain
1.15 • Design in the Machine Age Machine Age to Digital: Histories and Technologies
1.16 • Design, Body, Environment
• Visual Cultures of the World Wars: Design for War and Peace
• Academic Writing and Contemporary Practice*
• Early Period: Modern Design and the Home

1.20 * This Advanced Paper will be assessed by means of two written assignments: a Documentation Project and a Critical Sources Review; each 1,500 words in length.

Explanatory Notes